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Abstract
Because of the vast volume of data being produced by today’s scientific simulations and experiments, lossy data com-
pressor allowing user-controlled loss of accuracy during the compression is a relevant solution for significantly reducing
the data size. However, lossy compressor developers and users are missing a tool to explore the features of scientific data
sets and understand the data alteration after compression in a systematic and reliable way. To address this gap, we have
designed and implemented a generic framework called Z-checker. On the one hand, Z-checker combines a battery of data
analysis components for data compression. On the other hand, Z-checker is implemented as an open-source community
tool to which users and developers can contribute and add new analysis components based on their additional analysis
demands. In this article, we present a survey of existing lossy compressors. Then, we describe the design framework of
Z-checker, in which we integrated evaluation metrics proposed in prior work as well as other analysis tools. Specifically,
for lossy compressor developers, Z-checker can be used to characterize critical properties (such as entropy, distribution,
power spectrum, principal component analysis, and autocorrelation) of any data set to improve compression strategies.
For lossy compression users, Z-checker can detect the compression quality (compression ratio and bit rate) and provide
various global distortion analysis comparing the original data with the decompressed data (peak signal-to-noise ratio,
normalized mean squared error, rate–distortion, rate-compression error, spectral, distribution, and derivatives) and
statistical analysis of the compression error (maximum, minimum, and average error; autocorrelation; and distribution of
errors). Z-checker can perform the analysis with either coarse granularity (throughout the whole data set) or fine
granularity (by user-defined blocks), such that the users and developers can select the best fit, adaptive compressors for
different parts of the data set. Z-checker features a visualization interface displaying all analysis results in addition to some
basic views of the data sets such as time series. To the best of our knowledge, Z-checker is the first tool designed to assess
lossy compression comprehensively for scientific data sets.
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1. Introduction
One of the most challenging issues in performing scien-
tific simulations or running large-scale parallel applica-
tions today is the vast amount of data to store in disks, to
transmit on networks, or to process in postanalysis. The
Hardware/Hybrid Accelerated Cosmology Code (HACC),
for example, can generate 20 PB of data for a single one-
trillion-particle simulation (Habib et al., 2016); yet a sys-
tem such as the Mira supercomputer at the Argonne Lead-
ership Computing Facility has only 26 PB of file system
storage, and a single user cannot request 75% of the total
storage capacity for a simulation. In climate research, as
indicated by Gleckler et al. (2016), nearly 2.5 PB of data
were produced by the Community Earth System Model
(CESM) for the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP), which further introduced 170 TB of
postprocessing data submitted to the Earth System Grid
(Bernholdt et al., 2005). Estimates of the raw data require-
ments for the CMIP6 project exceed 10 PB (Baker et al.,
2014). Particle accelerator–based research also deals with
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a large volume of data during experiment and postanaly-
sis. The Advanced Photon Source (APS) Upgrade (Austin,
2016) is the next-generation APS project at Argonne; one
of its targets is mouse brain images of 1.5 cm3. As indi-
cated by APS-based researchers at Argonne, the instru-
ments can produce 150 TB of data per specimen, with a
total of at least 100 specimens for storage. Also involved
are 35 TB of postprocessing data. Obviously, effective
data compression is significant for the success of today’s
scientific research.
Lossy compressors are commonly considered the rele-
vant solution for significantly shrinking the data size for
scientific research, while still carefully controlling the loss
of data accuracy based on user demand. However, scien-
tific data sets are often composed of floating-point data
arrays, which lossless compressors such as GZIP (Deutsch,
1996) cannot compress effectively (Baker et al., 2016).
Arguably, many floating-point data-based lossy compres-
sors have been proposed, some of which are considered
relevant solution for climate simulations by guaranteeing
the validity of data after decompression (Baker et al., 2016;
Sasaki et al., 2015). However, many other types of scien-
tific research issues need lossy compression, and the impact
of lossy compressors on their results is still unclear. More-
over, users want to be able to select the best-fit compressors
for their specific needs.
Clearly needed, then, an easy-to-use, generic, compre-
hensive assessment tool for users to understand the effec-
tiveness of lossy compressors and their impact on their
scientific results. The key challenges in designing such a
tool are the masses of evaluation metrics to deal with and
the various design principles across lossy compressors.
On the one hand, scientific researchers often have differ-
ent targets with different requirements on the accuracy of
data. For instance, graph-processing researchers focus
mainly on peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) (Taubman
and Marcellin, 2012), while climate researchers may also
be concerned with other metrics such as the correlation
coefficient of the original data and decompressed data
(Baker et al., 2014). Cosmology researchers, as indicated
by the HACC development team at Argonne, are con-
cerned with the distribution of the compression errors and
their autocorrelations. On the other hand, lossy compres-
sors may have largely different designs, such that their
compression results can be different even with the same
data sets. In particular, we observe that SZ-1.4 (Tao et al.,
2017) has a uniform distribution of the compression errors
but ZFP has a normal distribution and that ZFP has higher
autocorrelation of the compression errors than does
SZ-1.4 (see the experimental evaluation section for
details). Thus, it is a nontrivial task to design a generic
assessment tool for assessing multiple lossy compressors
in a comprehensive and fair way.
In this work, we present a flexible, generic, open-source
lossy compression assessment tool called Z-checker,
which can be used to evaluate the compression quality
of various lossy compressors. Z-checker is developed in
the context of the Exascale Computing Project (ECP) to
respond Exascale application needs. These applications
are currently not using lossy compression. Also, since
there is no tool to provide a comprehensive assessment
of compression quality (such as compression error),
Z-check is designed to address this gap. Our key contri-
butions are as follows:
 We design a flexible assessment framework, called
Z-checker, that integrates a series of assessment
modules and visualization tools. In particular, this
framework allows users to assess the lossy compres-
sion qualities in multiple ways (such as reading
standalone data files, library calls in the compression
codes, and external calls of compression executables
from Z-checker).
 We integrate in Z-checker assessment algorithms
and functions that are as comprehensive as possible.
(1) Z-checker can be used to characterize critical
properties (such as entropy, distribution, power
spectrum, principal component analysis, and auto-
correlation) of any data set, such that the difficulty
of data compression can be presented clearly in the
granularity of data blocks. (2) Not only Z-checker is
able to check the compression quality (compression
ratio (CR) and bit rate (BR)), but it also provides
various global distortion analysis comparing the
original data with the decompressed data (PSNR,
normalized mean squared error (MSE), rate–distor-
tion, rate-compression error, spectral, distribution,
and derivatives) and statistical analysis of the
compression error (maximum/minimum/average
error, autocorrelation, and distribution of errors).
(3) Z-checker can also assess the impact of the lossy
decompressed data on some common transform
functions, such as discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) and discrete wavelet transform (DWT). (4)
Z-checker also provides two ways to visualize the
data and compression results on demand. Specifi-
cally, Z-checker may help generate data figures by
static scripts or by an interactive system.
 We implemented the Z-checker software and will
release it as an open-source community tool, under
a BSD license. To the best of our knowledge,
Z-checker is the first tool designed to comprehen-
sively assess compression results for scientific data
sets across multiple lossy compressors.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. First, we
discuss the research background and design motivation of
this tool. Next, we present an overview of Z-checker,
including the design architecture, the most commonly used
module “user interface module,” and the analysis kernels.
Then, we describe the analysis and assessment functions in
more detail, and we present the evaluation results of our
proposed framework. We discuss the related work and con-
clude the article with a summary.
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2. Research background and
design motivation
In this section, we present background information
intended to help readers better understand today’s scientific
simulation data sets and existing lossy compressors.
A vast majority of scientific simulation data (especially the
postanalysis data produced by scientists) is composed of
floating-point data arrays. Thus, floating-point data compres-
sion is particularly needed for data reduction when the scien-
tific data size is too huge to be dealt with in a reasonable time
or to be stored in disks or parallel file systems (PFS).
Many lossy data compressors (as listed in Table 1) have
been designed to significantly shrink the scientific data
stored in the form of floating-point arrays. State-of-the-art
lossy compressors often combine multiple strategies, such as
vector quantization (VQ), orthogonal transform, prediction,
and analysis of floating-point binary representation (BA).
NUMARCK (Chen et al., 2014), for example, approximates
the differences between snapshots by VQ. ISABELA
(Lakshminarasimhan et al., 2013) converts the multidimen-
sional data to a sorted data series and then performs B-spline
interpolation. ZFP (Lindstrom, 2014) involves more compli-
cated techniques such as fixed-point integer conversion,
block transform, and binary representation analysis with
bit-plane encoding. FPZIP (Lindstrom and Isenburg, 2006)
adopts predictive coding and also ignores insignificant bit
planes in the mantissa based on the analysis of the IEEE 754
(Committee et al., 2008) binary representation. SSEM
(Sasaki et al., 2015) splits data into a high-frequency part
and low-frequency part by wavelet transform and then uses
VQ and GZIP. SZ is an error-bounded lossy compressor
proposed by Di and Cappello (2016) and Tao et al. (2017);
it comprises four compression steps: (1) perform multidi-
mensional prediction for each data point by its neighbor
points’ values, (2) encode the prediction error by a uniform
scalar quantization method, (3) perform the binary analysis
for unpredictable data, and (4) perform lossless compression
such as Huffman encoding (Huffman et al., 1952) and the
LZ77 algorithm (Ziv and Lempel, 1977).
In general, the listed lossy compression tools can be
used in two ways for reducing the data size, and our assess-
ment tool supports both ways. On the one hand, they gen-
erally provide straightforward executables to perform the
compression on original data files stored in disks or do the
decompression on the compressed data files directly. On
the other hand, they provide easy-to-use library interfaces
such that scientific simulation programs can call the corre-
sponding functions to do the in situ compression at runtime.
This latter approach is especially useful for improving the
I/O performance for high-performance computing (HPC)
applications because the data have been divided by the
users for parallel computing and can be compressed by
each process or rank in parallel.
3. Overview of Z-checker framework
In this article, we present Z-checker, a novel framework
with three important features: (1) Z-checker can be used to
explore the properties of original data sets for the purpose
of data analytics or improvement of lossy compression
algorithms. (2) Z-checker is integrated with a rich set of
evaluation algorithms and assessment functions for select-
ing best-fit lossy compressors for specific data sets. (3)
Z-checker features both static data visualization scripts and
an interactive visualization system, which can generate
visual results on demand. This interactive mode allows com-
pression algorithm developers and users to compute dyna-
mically analysis on user-selected portions of the data set.
Z-checker is designed to support two processing modes:
online and off-line, and two display modes: static and inter-
active. The four modes correspond to four different use
cases. The off-line static mode is useful for generating a
report on the original data set properties and the compres-
sion error, presenting multiple analysis views. The off-line
interactive mode is useful for exploring the properties of
the original data sets and the compression error. It allows
users to dig into some region of interest and reveal local
properties that are not present or visible on the whole data
set. The online static display mode corresponds to in situ
data compression and may generate and update the original
data set compression analysis as long as the data are pre-
sented to Z-checker. The online interactive mode allows
users to monitor the compression error while the data are
produced. Users can zoom in on regions of interest and
assess the quality of the data compression. Table 2 sum-
marizes the four use cases of Z-checker, considering the
two processing modes and two visualization modes.
The design architecture of Z-checker is presented in
Figure 1, which involves three critical parts: user interface,
processing module, and data module.
Table 1. Existing lossy compressors.
Compressor VQ Transform Prediction BA
NUMARCK P
ISABELA P
ZFP P P
SZ P P
FPZIP P
SSEM P P
VQ: vector quantization.
Table 2. Four use cases of Z-checker.
Off-line processing Online processing
Static display Load data once for all,
and view results by
generating local image
files
Load data based on
dynamic requests, and
view results by local
image files
Interactive
display
Load data once for all,
and view results on
demand via a web
page interactively
Load data dynamically,
and view results on
demand by a web page
interactively
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 User interface includes three key engines—input
engine, output engine, and data visualization
engine—as shown in the light-gray rectangles in
Figure 1. They are in charge of reading the
floating-point data stream (either original data or
compressed bytes), dumping the analyzed data to
disks/PFS, and plotting data figures for visualizing
analysis results. The data visualization engine also
provides the interactive mode through a web brow-
ser interface (details are described later).
 Processing module, in the whole framework, is the
core module, which includes the analysis kernel and
configuration parser. The former is responsible for
performing the critical analysis, and the latter is in
charge of parsing the user’s analysis requirements
(such as specifying input file path, specifying the
compression command or executable, and customiz-
ing the analysis metrics on demand). Specifically, the
analysis kernel is composed of two critical submo-
dules, namely, the data property analyzer and com-
pression checker, which are responsible for exploring
data properties based on the original data sets and
analyzing the compression results with specified
lossy compressors (discussed later in more detail).
 Data source module (shown as the dark-gray box in
the figure) is the bottom layer in the whole frame-
work and represents the data source (such as data
stream produced by scientific applications at run-
time or the data files stored in the disks).
In what follows, we describe the user interface module
and analysis kernel, respectively.
3.1. User interface module of Z-checker
In the user interface module, the input engine is used to
retrieve the data stream and convert it to have the correct
format if necessary. Depending on different ways of glean-
ing data, Z-checker allows users to perform the data prop-
erty analysis and compression checking in three ways1: (1)
reading data files stored in disks and performing off-line
analysis, (2) getting the data stream in the user’s scientific
simulation codes and performing online analysis, and (3)
calling external compression commands or executables and
checking the compression results based on system libraries
or commands such as time(). Note that the accuracy of
time() is generally good enough because compression of
large data sets can take tens of minutes. However, other
more accurate timing commands can be added by the users
if needed. Moreover, the input engine needs to do some
preprocessing steps for the analysis of the data or compres-
sion results. For instance, it needs to check the endianness
of the current system and guarantee the correct parsing
order of the data (either big-endian type or little-endian
type, which is specified by users in a configuration file).
The data may also be stored in different file formats such as
HDF5 and NetCDF, such that they should be parsed by the
input engine before the analysis. Note that currently the
input engine assumes that the original data set and the
decompressed data set have the same size (the same num-
ber of data points). Some data reduction techniques, such as
decimation, reduce the size of the data set by removing data
points. The future version of Z-checker will update the
input module to deal with decimated data sets.
The output engine in the user interface module is used to
construct the output data (such as properties of original data
and compression results under various compressors) based
on the analysis results produced by the analysis kernel.
Specifically, it converts the analysis results to be consistent
with the format required by the visualization toolkits.
The visualization engine contains two parts: a static
visualization tool and an interactive visualization system.
The former generates a battery of Gnuplot (Janert, 2009)
scripts, which can be used to plot the data conveniently in
various formats (such as eps, jpg, and png) by the Gnuplot
library. The latter is an efficient web system, providing an
interactive web page for users to submit and specify their
analysis demands, compression metrics, and comparison
requirements and to visualize the results that are generated
in the backend servers. In what follows, we first describe
the design of our static visualization tool and then discuss
how the interactive visualization system is performed based
on the analysis results generated by the output engine.
3.1.1. Design and implementation of static visualization. We
integrate in our static visualization tool a set of Gnuplot
templates, including various types of figures such as lines,
linespoints, histograms (bar chart), and fillsteps, which are
used to plot different analysis results for users. The histo-
gram figure, for example, is used to present the evaluation
metrics such as CR, compression time, and rate across
different variables and compressors. The fillsteps figure
is used to show some properties of the original data and
the distribution of compression errors. The linespoints fig-
ure is used to present the comparison results with multiple
compression requirements and compressors such as the
rate–distortion of compression data.
Data Visualization Engine
Output Engine
Input Engine
Data source (stream, file, etc.)
with multiple formats (HDF5, NetCDF, etc.)
Co
nf
ig
ur
at
io
n 
Pa
rs
er
Data Property
Analyzer
Compression
Checker
Analysis Kernel
Figure 1. Design architecture of Z-checker.
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3.1.2. Design and implementation of interactive visualization
system. The interactive visualization system displays the
data figures based on the user’s requirements specified via
an interactive web page. Figure 2 shows a screen shot of the
interactive visualization system, which, as an example, dis-
plays the rate–distortion results of SZ versus ZFP based on
the variable CLHHGH from CESM climate simulation.
More analysis results are shown in the evaluation section.
The implementation of the interactive visualization sys-
tem is based on a client–server model. Specifically, it
receives the user’s submitted request, executes the corre-
sponding checking commands or analysis work in the back-
end servers, and plots on the web page the data generated
by the output engine.
The server hosts the static web contents and responds to
the requests from the clients. The implementation is based
on node.js,2 which is a JavaScript runtime. Once a query is
received by the server, the server translates the query into a
Z-checker configuration file, calls the Z-checker command
line with the configuration file, and then parses and sends
the analysis results in JavaScript Object Notation format
that can be directly parsed and visualized by the web cli-
ents. In addition, we cache the analysis results for the same
requests, in order to accelerate the interactive queries. Note
that while the server of the visualization engine is using
JavaScript, the analysis kernel is written in C for high
performance.
The client side has two components—the query form and
the visualization results. The query form allows users to
choose the data set, variable, and different compressors for
analysis. Users can also choose different analyses, such as
error distribution, autocorrelation, and distortion. Once the
form is submitted, the web client asynchronously waits for
the results from the server. The results are further plotted and
visualized with Highcharts.js3 and d3.js4 libraries.
3.2. Analysis kernel of Z-checker
3.2.1. Data property analyzer for analyzing scientific data. One
must understand the properties of scientific data sets in
order to develop an efficient lossy compressor. To this end,
the Z-checker framework is designed to analyze and
explore the properties of the original data sets with respect
to the compression methods or other analysis metrics
demanded by users. The key property analysis functions
of our framework for the scientific data sets are listed as
follows. In this section, we list the metrics and mainly
describe their significance and usage in the framework.
We define and discuss them in more detail in the next
section.
Figure 2. Screenshot of Z-checker’s interactive visualization system.
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1. Basic properties, including minimum/maximum/
average value and value range: Such basic proper-
ties are fundamental in that they will also be utilized
in computing other metrics and functions in the
framework.
2. Data distribution: This function gives more in-depth
understanding of the value range of the data and its
density rather than the basic properties. It will also
be used in computing other metrics such as the dis-
tribution of compression errors.
3. Entropy: This metric represents the Shannon
entropy of the data. Splitting the whole data set into
multiple data blocks and computing the entropy
value for each block may identify the hard-to-
compress regions of the data set.
4. Smoothness: The smoothness estimation of the
original data can help lossy compression developers
decide whether to adopt smoothness techniques,
such as sorting and wavelet transform, to smoothen
the data sets before applying other compression
techniques.
5. Power spectrum: According to our communication
with scientific researchers, some are interested in
studying the power spectrum of the data, which may
be easier for them to understand the nature of the
data. This function can also help identify the peri-
odicity of the data sequence for improving the com-
pression quality based on repeated patterns in the
sequence of the data.
6. PCA: PCA, such as singular value decomposition, is
a fundamental technique adopted by some compres-
sors (Austin et al., 2015), which can significantly
improve the CR by leveraging the similarity of dif-
ferent variables and snapshots.
7. Autocorrelation of original data sets: This metric
with multiple delay lags can represent the season-
ality of the data and explore possible patterns
accordingly. It also shows the presence (or not) of
autocorrelation in the original data set. This is
important to assess the applicability of compressors
because some compressors add significantly auto-
correlation in the compressed data set.
3.2.2. Compression checker for assessing lossy compressors.
Our proposed framework has plentiful algorithms and func-
tions for assessing lossy compressors. The compression
methods focus mainly on scientific data sets produced or
processed by HPC applications or instruments. Specifi-
cally, the HPC applications may generate multiple snap-
shots containing many variables, each of which has a
specific data type such as a multidimensional floating-
point array. Our framework is designed to assess lossy
compressors based on the following metrics and functions:
1. Pointwise compression error between original and
reconstructed data sets, for example, absolute error
and value range–based relative error.5 This metric
is widely used by lossy compressors such as SZ
(Di and Cappello, 2016; Tao et al., 2017) and ZFP
(Lindstrom, 2014), in order to bound the compres-
sion errors for users.
2. Statistical compression error between original and
reconstructed data sets, such as root MSE (RMSE),
normalized RMSE (NRMSE), and PSNR: These
metrics are widely used by many scientific
researchers (Taubman and Marcellin, 2012) to
evaluate the distortion of the data after lossy
compression.
3. Distribution of compression errors: Some scien-
tific researchers require the compression errors to
follow Gaussian white noise distribution, because
a lot of analyses are based on this assumption.
4. CR or BR: This is one of the most important fac-
tors to evaluate the compression performance. The
higher the CR, the lower the BR, for user-
acceptable distortions (as we will see later, there
are many relevant metrics to assess the distortion),
and then the better the compressor is in general.
5. Rate–distortion based on statistical compression
error and BR: Rate–distortion is generally a sig-
nificant metric with respect to the overall com-
pression quality. Rate refers as the mean number
of bits used to represent a data point’s value after
the compression, while distortion refers to the
overall deviation of the data after the compression
and is generally assessed via PSNR.
6. Compression and decompression speed (i.e. com-
pression rate): Compression/decompression speed
is particularly important for the in situ compres-
sion, in which the data compression is executed by
each parallel process before dumping the data to
the disks. Not only do the users hope to get a high
CR in order to save I/O time during the execution,
but the compression also has to suffer from limited
compression/decompression time such that the
overall execution performance can be maximized.
7. Pearson correlation between original and recon-
structed data sets: This metric is of particular inter-
est to some scientific users for assessing the
deviation of the compressed data set from the orig-
inal one (Baker et al., 2014).
8. Autocorrelation of compression errors: This
metric is important for assessing the degree of
autocorrelation (if any) that the lossy compressors
add to the original data set.
9. Comparison of derivatives on original and recon-
structed data sets: This evaluation is performed by
some researchers (Lindstrom, 2014) who are con-
cerned that computations of derived data may
amplify any compression errors, resulting in visual
artifacts or numerical inaccuracies that were not
readily apparent in the original data.
10. Comparison of data transforms on original and
reconstructed data sets, such as DFT and DWT:
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Minimizing the distortion of such transforms is
required by some scientists such as cosmology
researchers.
To query the compression results efficiently, we orga-
nize all the information by a hashtable, in which the key is
composed of the compressor’s name and a certain compres-
sion error control (such as compression error bound). The
hashtable contains the corresponding compression results,
such as distribution of compression errors, CR, and com-
pression speed.
4. Description of assessment and analysis
functions in Z-checker framework
In this section, we describe the assessment algorithms and
functions in detail. We first describe the properties that our
framework can analyze for scientific data sets. We then
describe the compression-based metrics that our framework
computes for assessing lossy compressors.
For simplicity, we define some notation as follows. We
denote the original multidimensional floating-point data set
by X ¼ fx1; x2; :::; xNg, where each xi is a floating-point
scalar, and we denote the reconstructed data set by
~X ¼ f~x1; ~x2; :::; ~xNg, which is recovered by the decompres-
sion process. We also denote the range of X by RX , that is,
RX ¼ xmax  xmin.
4.1. Properties in data property analyzer of Z-checker
In this subsection, we describe the properties that our
framework can analyze for scientific data.
1. To get a general understanding of a scientific data
set, our framework analyzes the basic properties of
the data set, such as minimum value, maximum
value, value range, and average value. Such funda-
mental metrics are also used in computing other
metrics and functions in the framework. For exam-
ple, the value range is used for calculating the value
range–based relative error for assessing lossy com-
pressors, and the average value is used for the auto-
correlation analysis.
2. To get the distribution of a data set, our framework
divides the value range into multiple equal-length
bins and counts the number of data values in each
bin. Based on these numbers, the visualizer in our
framework plots an approximate figure of the data
distribution. The accuracy of the approximate figure
depends on the user-set number of bins, which is set
to 1000 as default. More specifically, the computa-
tion generates the probability density function
(PDF) and the cumulative distribution function.
3. For lossless encoding or compression, entropy
(more specifically, Shannon entropy) provides an
absolute limit on the best possible average length
of an information source. Thus, we adopt this
metric to evaluate the compressibility of scientific
data sets. Generally, the entropy H of a discrete
random variable X and probability mass function
PðX Þ is
H ¼ E½log2ðPðX ÞÞ ð1Þ
where E[] is the expected value operator.
Specifically, considering lossy compression, we can
truncate the original floating-point data according to user-
set error bound (accuracy) and calculate the probability
mass function. Let the original floating-point data set be
X ¼ fx1; x2; :::; xNg; let the truncated data set be
X trun ¼ fxtrun1 ; xtrun2 ; :::; xtrunN g, where xtruni ¼ ebabs⎣xi=ebabs⎦
and ebabs is the user-set absolute error bound. Then, we merge
the same value in X trun, shrink the data set X trun to
X trunshrk ¼ fxtrun1 ; xtrun2 ; :::; xtrunn g, and count the probability
Pðxtruni Þ of the value xtruni . The entropy of the data setX in terms
of absolute error bound ebabs is calculated as follows
HðX ; ebabsÞ ¼ 
Xn
i¼1
Pðxtruni ÞlogðPðxtruni ÞÞ ð2Þ
Unlike Shannon entropy on lossless compression repre-
senting the limit of the average length of lossless encoding
for an input source, this value only reflects the compressi-
bility under a certain error bound. Generally speaking, the
lower the value of HðX ; ebabsÞ is, the higher compressibil-
ity the information source X can achieve, with respect to
the error bound ebabs.
In order to evaluate the compressibility of different
regions in one data set, our framework can split the whole
data set into multiple data blocks and calculate an entropy
value for each block. Then, we can use this series of
entropy values to identify in the given data set the regions
that are harder to compressed.
4. Z-checker can estimate the smoothness of the orig-
inal data sets by computing the first- and second-
order partial derivatives along any dimension.
5. A multidimensional floating-point data set,
X ¼ fx1; x2; :::; xNg, can be seen as a discrete sig-
nal. For a given signal, the power spectral density
(or simply power spectrum) gives the power
(energy per unit of time) of the frequencies present
in the signal. The most common way of generating
a power spectrum is using a DFT. The power spec-
trum transform is one kind of technique to trans-
form the original data to the frequency domain.
Many lossy compression algorithms, especially in
image processing, often transform the original data
to the frequency domain. For example, JPEG (Wal-
lace, 1992) uses a discrete cosine transform, and
JPEG2000 (Taubman and Marcellin, 2012) uses a
DWT. Thus, our framework can evaluate the power
spectrum of the original data using an efficient
implementation of fast Fourier transform. Also, our
framework can evaluate the wavelet transform on
the original data set and can implement any other
transform functions based on user demand.
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6. Some lossy compressors differentiate the dimensions
of data, such as SZ (Di and Cappello, 2016; Tao
et al., 2017) and ZFP (Lindstrom, 2014). Specifi-
cally, SZ uses a curve-fitting technique to predict the
next data point only along the first dimension; it is
not designed to be used along the other dimensions or
use a dynamic selection mechanism for the dimen-
sion. Actually, the prediction accuracy depends on
how much useful information is used in the predic-
tion; hence, a good prediction should be performed
along the dimension that contains the most useful
information. The PCA technique is used to reduce
the dimensionality of the data. Also, it may help
identify which dimension contains the most informa-
tion. Therefore, our framework adopts PCA for ana-
lyzing the original data set for guiding the design of
lossy compression algorithm.
7. To evaluate the correlation of neighbored data, our
framework can analyze the property of autocorrela-
tion for the original data sets. The autocorrelation
coefficients AC of the original data set are calcu-
lated as follows
ACðτÞ ¼ E½ðxi  μÞðxiþτ  μÞ
σ2
ð3Þ
where μ and σ2, respectively, are the mean and covariance
value of the original data set X , and xi and xiþτ represent the
data point i and data point iþ τ, respectively; hence, τ
means the spatial lag.
4.2. Assessment functions for compression
checker of Z-checker
We now discuss the metrics and functions for assessing
lossy compressors.
1. For data point i, let eabsi ¼ xi  ~xi, where eabsi is the
absolute error; let ereli ¼ eabsi=RX , where ereli is the
value range–based relative error. To evaluate the
pointwise difference between the original and com-
pressed data, our framework can compute the maxi-
mum absolute error emaxabs and maximum value range–
based relative error emaxrel for all the data points,
for example, emaxabs ¼ max1iNeabsi and emaxrel ¼
max1iNereli . For error-controlled lossy compres-
sion, the compression errors will be guaranteed
within the error bounds, which can be expressed by
the formula jemaxabs j < ebabs or/and jemaxrel j < ebrel,
where ebabs is the absolute error bound and ebrel is
the value range–based relative error bound.
2. To evaluate the average error in the compression,
our framework can compute the RMSE.
RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N
XN
i¼1
ðeabsiÞ2
vuut ð4Þ
Because of the diversity of variables, our framework can
further calculate the NRMSE.
NRMSE ¼ RMSE
RX
ð5Þ
The PSNR is another commonly used average error
metric for evaluating a lossy compression method, espe-
cially in visualization; hence, our framework also analyzes
the PSNR. It is calculated as follows
PSNR ¼ 20  log10ðNRMSEÞ ð6Þ
The PSNRmeasures the size of the RMSE relative to the
peak size of the signal. Logically, a lower value of RMSE/
NRMSE means less error, but a higher value of PSNR
represents less error.
3. To evaluate the distribution of compression errors,
our framework first loads the original data set based
on the application name and its corresponding vari-
able name kept in a hashtable, and then queries the
decompressed data sets based on the compressor
name and a specific compression error. After that,
Z-checker computes the set of pointwise compres-
sion errors and generates the distribution of errors
by calling the PDF computation function.
4. To evaluate the size reduction as a result of the
compression, our framework calculates the CR
CRðFÞ ¼ filesizeðForigÞ
filesizeðFcompÞ ð7Þ
or the BR (bits/value)
BRðFÞ ¼ filesizebitðFcompÞ
N
ð8Þ
where filesizebit is the file size in bits and N is the data size.
The BR represents the amortized storage cost of each value.
For a single/double floating-point data set, the BR is 32/64
bits per value before a compression, while the BR will be
less than 32/64 bits per value after a compression. Also, CR
and BR have a mathematical relationship as
BRðFÞ  CRðFÞ ¼ 32=64; hence, a lower BR means a
higher CR.
5. Some compressors are designed for a fixed BR,
such as ZFP, whereas some compressors are
designed for a fixed maximum compression error,
such as SZ and ISABELA. Our framework can plot
the rate–distortion curves for different compressors
to compare the distortion quality with the same rate.
Here, rate means BR in bits/value, and our frame-
work uses the PSNR to measure the distortion qual-
ity. PSNR is calculated by equation (6) in decibels.
Generally speaking, in the rate–distortion curve, the
higher the BR (i.e. more bits per value) in com-
pressed storage, the higher the quality (i.e. higher
PSNR) of the reconstructed data after decompres-
sion. To plot the rate–distortion for a specific lossy
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compressor, Z-checker performs multiple compres-
sions for various error bounds (such as 107, 106,
and 105, which can be adjusted by the user in the
configuration file), and then constructs the rate–dis-
tortion figure by checking the corresponding
PSNRs in increasing order of the compression rates.
6. To evaluate the correlation between original and
reconstructed data sets, our framework adopts the
Pearson correlation coefficient ρ
ρ ¼ covðX ;
~X Þ
σX σ ~X
ð9Þ
where covðX ; ~X Þ is the covariance. This coefficient is a mea-
surement of the linear dependence between two variables,
giving ρ betweenþ1 and1,where ρ ¼ 1 is the total positive
linear correlation. The APAX profiler (Wegener, 2013) sug-
gests that the correlation coefficient between original and
reconstructed data should be 0.99999 (“five nines”) or better.
7. To evaluate the speed of compression, our frame-
work analyzes the throughput (bytes per second)
based on the execution time of both compression
and decompression process.
8. Since some applications require the compression
errors to be uncorrelated (Wu and Huang, 2004),
our framework analyzes the autocorrelation of the
compression errors. The autocorrelation coeffi-
cients of the compression errors are calculated as
ACEðτÞ ¼ E½ðeabsi  μÞðeabsðiþτÞ  μÞ
σ2
ð10Þ
where μ and σ2 represent the mean and covariance value of
the compression errors eabsi, respectively. Similar to the
autocorrelation of the original data sets, τ also means the
spatial delay. The absolute uncorrelated compression errors
require the autocorrelation coefficients to be 0 for all τ.
9. Lossy compression typically is used for storing the
original data, but some simulations need calculating
derivatives, for example, first or second derivatives,
divergence (i.e. sum of the first-order partial deri-
vatives), or Laplacian (i.e. sum of the second-order
partial derivatives). However, the computations of
derivatives may enlarge any errors introduced by
lossy compression, and the deviation is not readily
apparent in the original data. For example, enlarge-
ment of the derived data may result in artifacts in
visualization (ZFP and Derivatives, 2016). High-
order derivatives are more sensitive to the compres-
sion errors. Thus, our framework compares several
derivatives on the original and reconstructed data
sets for lossy compression methods, such as first-
or second-order partial derivatives, divergence, and
Laplacian. For a three-dimensional (3-D) data set,
we estimate divergence (div) and Laplacian (Lap)
using central differencing as follows
divðx; y; zÞ ¼ fx þ fy þ fz
¼ f ðx 1; y; zÞ þ f ðx; y 1; zÞ þ f ðx; y; z 1Þ
3f ðx; y; zÞ;
Lapðx; y; zÞ ¼ fxx þ fyy þ fzz
¼ f ðx 1; y; zÞ þ f ðxþ 1; y; zÞ þ f ðx; y 1; zÞ
þ f ðx; yþ 1; zÞ þ f ðx; y; z 1Þ þ f ðx; y; zþ 1Þ
3f ðx; y; zÞ;
where f ðx; y; zÞ represents the data value of location ðx; y; zÞ
in the original field. For more straightforward comparison,
our framework can also calculate RMSE, NRMSE, and
PSNR based on the derived fields of the original data set
and the reconstructed data set.
10. Because of information loss, lossy compression
may affect data transforms. Hence, our framework
can compare the results of data transforms on the
original and reconstructed data sets. For example,
our framework is able to evaluate the effects that
lossy compressors bring to DFT. It can generate
two sets of DFT results on the original and recon-
structed data sets at the same time and compare the
amplitudes of these two DFT results from low
frequency to high frequency. Additionally, the
framework is implemented with assessing lossy
compressors under DWT, and users can also
implement any other data transforms into the tool.
5. Diverse usage of Z-checker
In this section, we first present an assessment of the lossy
compression qualities of several lossy compressors
(JPEG2000, ISABELA, FPZIP, ZFP, and SZ) using
Z-checker analysis. Note that we refer to the improved
version of the SZ lossy compressor, that is, SZ-1.4
Table 3. Descriptions of preliminary test data sets evaluated by
Z-checker.
Name Domain Description
CESM Simulation CAM-SE cubed sphere atmosphere
(ATM) simulation from CESM
Hurricane Simulation Hurricane Isabel simulation produced by
WRF model
HACC Simulation Next-generation dark matter cosmology
simulations based on HACC
Miranda Simulation Radiation hydrodynamics code designed
for large-eddy simulation of
multicomponent flows with turbulent
mixing
EXAALT Simulation Exascale molecular dynamics simulation
for spanning the accuracy, length, and
time scales in materials science
APS Instrument Next-generation APS project for high-
energy (hard) X-ray beams
EXAFEL Instrument Exascale modeling of advanced particle
accelerators
CESM: Community Earth System Model; WRF: Weather Research and
Forecast; HACC: Hybrid/Hardware Accelerated Cosmology Code; APS:
Advanced Photon Source.
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(Tao et al., 2017), as SZ in the following sections for sim-
plification. For this assessment, we consider various
scientific simulation and instrument data sets including cli-
mate simulation (CESM), cosmology simulation (HACC),
radiation hydrodynamics simulation (Miranda), molecular
dynamics simulation (EXAALT), and X-ray laser instru-
ments (APS and EXAFEL). Table 3 shows the descriptions
of the preliminary test data sets in detail. Most of them are
from the applications being developed in the ECP.
5.1. Using Z-checker to assess lossy
compression quality
In this subsection, we first show the experimental results
assessed by our framework Z-checker from different
aspects, including data analyzer and compression checker.
Then, we explain each analysis and assessment result and
give some suggestions to the selection or design of the
lossy compressors.
5.1.1. Entropy. The entropy is an indicator of the compres-
sibility. We can use it to identify in a given data set the
regions that are harder to compress. Figure 3 shows the
visualization results of block entropy values with different
accuracies (101 to 106). The higher the entropy value, the
harder it is to compress the data set; hence, we are able to
use this property to guide which areas are hard to compress.
For example, in Figure 3, we can infer that the red area is
harder to compress than the green and purple area. If the
accuracy (or absolute error bound) is set to 103, an effi-
cient lossy compressor should focus mainly on the data
bands in red color located in the center region. Note that
in Figure 3, the block size for entropy computation is 100
100 and the original data set is 1800  3600.
5.1.2. Maximum compression error. Table 4 shows the max-
imum compression error with different lossy compressors
evaluated by Z-checker. Table 4 shows that with the same
user-set error bound, the maximum compression error of
ZFP is lower than that of SZ. ZFP overpreserves the orig-
inal data with respect to the user-set error bound (or accu-
racy). Thus, our framework may guide developers of ZFP
compressor to relax the compression error, thereby improv-
ing the CR.
Figure 3. Z-checker visualization of the entropy (block) with different accuracies on CESM data sets. (a) ebabs ¼ 101; (b) ebabs ¼ 102;
(c) ebabs ¼ 103; (d) ebabs ¼ 104; (e) ebabs ¼ 105; (f) ebabs ¼ 106. CESM: Community Earth System Model.
Table 4. Evaluation of maximum compression error with
different lossy compressors and user-set ebrel on CESM and
Hurricane data sets visualized by Z-checker.
User-set ebrel
CESM Hurricane
SZ ZFP SZ ZFP
102 1:0 102 3:3 103 1:0 102 2:2 103
103 1:0 103 4:3 104 1:0 103 1:4 103
104 1:0 104 2:6 105 1:0 104 1:8 105
105 1:0 105 3:4 106 1:0 105 2:1 106
106 1:0 106 4:1 107 1:0 106 2:8 107
CESM: Community Earth System Model.
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5.1.3. Distribution of compression errors. As an example, Fig-
ure 4 presents the evaluation results of the distributions of
compression errors, produced by Z-checker, with different
lossy compressors on the HACC data sets. In particular, we
can see that the distribution of SZs compression error is
nearly uniform, while ZFP is nearly normal. In this sense,
the users are able to select the appropriate compressors in
terms of their expected error distribution (either uniform or
normal distribution in this case), based on the analysis
results produced by Z-checker.
5.1.4. Compression ratio. Figure 5 shows the CRs evaluated
by Z-checker with different lossy and lossless compressors,
including SZ, ZFP, ISABELA, FPZIP, and GZIP, on the
CESM, APS, and Hurricane data sets. Figure 6 presents the
CRs evaluated by Z-checker with different lossy compres-
sors on HACC data sets. Note that in Figure 6, Z-checker
evaluated two compressionmodes for SZ, including SZ_DE-
FAULT_COMPRESSION (denoted by SZ(d), where d indi-
cates “default”), and SZ_BEST_SPEED (denoted by SZ(f),
where f here refers to “fast”). FPZIP(24/12) means that the
number of bits is set to 24 for particles’ coordinate variables
xx, yy, and zz and to 12 for their velocity variables vx, vy, and
vz because these two configurations can get the error bound
to be 103. Similarly, FPZIP(28/18) means that the number
of bits is 28 for particles’ coordinate variables xx, yy, and zz
and the number of bits is set to 18 for their velocity variables
vx, vy, and vz in order to get the error bound to be 105.
5.1.5. Rate–distortion. Figure 7 illustrates the results of rate–
distortion produced by Z-checker for different lossy com-
pressors on the HACC data sets. Note that SZs compression
result is a little inferior to that of FPZIP only when the BR
is around 16 (bits/value). The type of HACC data is single
floating-point; hence, a BR of 16 bits per value means a CR
of 2, which is nearly the CR of lossless compression (Rata-
naworabhan et al., 2006) and far more precise than the
user’s requirements in general.
Figure 8 shows the results of rate–distortion produced
by Z-checker for the SZ and ZFP compressors on the
Figure 4. Evaluation of compression error distribution (PDF) with different lossy compressors on HACC data sets (variables vx, vy, and
vz) visualized by Z-checker. (a) SZ(xx); (b) ZFP(xx); (c) FPZIP(xx); (d) SZ(yy); (e) ZFP(yy); (f) FPZIP(yy); (g) SZ(zz); (h) ZFP(zz); and (i)
FPZIP(yy). PDF: probability density function; HACC: Hardware/Hybrid Accelerated Cosmology Code.
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Hurricane and Miranda data sets. It illustrates that ZFP
outperforms SZ on the Miranda data sets, whereas SZ out-
performs ZFP on the Hurricane data sets. Both data sets are
3D. The reason ZFP has better performance on the Miranda
data sets may be that (1) the coefficients of the transform
matrix in ZFP were optimized for the Miranda data sets and
(2) the accuracy of data prediction of SZ on the Miranda
data sets is not as good as on the other data sets. Based on
Figure 8, we see that SZ and ZFP exhibit better compres-
sion results than the other one does in different cases with a
3D array. Specifically, for Miranda simulations, Z-checker
suggests using ZFP instead of SZ; developers of the SZ
compressor can further optimize the SZ compressor in
terms of rate–distortion on the Miranda data sets and more
generic high-dimensional data sets. More results evaluated
by Z-checker with respect to the rate–distortion are shown
in Figure 9.
5.1.6. Speed (or processing rate). Figures 10 and 11 present
the speeds of compression and decompression for different
lossy compressors on the HACC data sets, respectively.
Users of lossy compressors can use the speed of compres-
sion/decompression to estimate whether they can get a per-
formance gain (save time) from lossy compression.
Specifically, suppose that users want to transmit D bytes
data on networks or store D bytes data in disks/PFS. Let us
assume that the transmission bandwidth of networks or
storage bandwidth of disks/PFS is BW and the compres-
sion/decompression speed is Rcomp=Rdecomp (bytes per sec-
ond). Also, let us assume that the CR using a certain lossy
compressor is CR. The time consumed in transmitting/stor-
ing the original data is D/BW in seconds, while the time
consumed in transmitting/storing the compressed data is
D/CR BW in seconds. Also, we need to consider the over-
head for compressing/decompressing the data; hence, the
Figure 5. Evaluation of compression ratio with different lossy
compressors on (a) CESM, (b) APS, and (c) Hurricane data sets
visualized by Z-checker. CESM: Community Earth System Model;
APS: Advanced Photon Source.
Figure 6. Evaluation of compression ratio with different lossy compressors on HACC data sets visualized by Z-checker. (a) ebabs ¼
103 and (b) ebabs ¼ 105. HACC: Hardware/Hybrid Accelerated Cosmology Code.
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total time is D=ðCR  BWÞ þ D=Rcomp þ D=Rdecomp. Thus,
users can benefit from lossy compression if
D=ðCR  BWÞ þ D=Rcomp þ D=Rdecomp < D=BW
which is equivalent to
BW=Roverall < ðCR  1Þ=CR ð11Þ
where Roverall is the overall speed of once compression
process and once decompression process, that is,
Rcomp  Rdecomp=ðRcomp þ RdecompÞ
From equation (11), users can estimate how much time
they can save from lossy compression. Note that Figures 10
and 11 show the compression/decompression speeds of dif-
ferent lossy compressors with only one process, while the
compression/decompression rate in equation (11) is with
multiple processes in a large-scale parallel environment.
5.1.7. Pearson correlation. Table 5 shows the Pearson corre-
lation coefficients evaluated by Z-checker for different
lossy compressors with different maximum compression
errors on the CESM and Hurricane data sets. The APAX
profiler (Wegener, 2013) suggests that the correlation coef-
ficient between original and reconstructed data should be
0.99999 (“five nines”) or better. Thus, to satisfy this sug-
gestion, we should set the value range–based error bound to
be around 104 or lower for the SZ and ZFP compressors.
5.1.8. Autocorrelation of compression errors. Figure 12 shows
the evaluation results from Z-checker of the autocorrelation
of the compression errors on two typical variables in the
CESM data sets, that is, FREQSH and SNOWHLND. The
CRs of FREQSH and SNOWHLND are 6.5 and 48 using
SZ-1.4 with ebrel¼ 104. Thus, to some extent, FREQSH
can represent relatively low-compression factor data sets,
while SNOWHLND can represent relatively high-
compression factor data sets. The figure illustrates that on
the FREQSH, the maximum autocorrelation coefficient of
SZ-1.4 is 4 103, which is much lower than ZFPs 0.25.
However, on the SNOWHLND, the maximum autocorrela-
tion coefficient of SZ-1.4 is about 0.5, which is higher than
ZFPs 0.23. It illustrates that the effect of compression error
autocorrelation being application specific, lossy compres-
sor users might need to understand this effect before using
one of the other compressor.
5.1.9. Comparison of data transform on original and
reconstructed data. Figure 13 shows the comparison of DFT
on the calibrated variable in the EXAFEL data sets evalu-
ated by Z-checker. Z-checker can generate two sets of DFT
Figure 7. Evaluation of Z-checker for rate–distortion with different lossy compressors on HACC data sets displayed by Z-checker.
(a) xx and (b) vx. HACC: Hardware/Hybrid Accelerated Cosmology Code.
Figure 8. Evaluation of rate–distortion with different lossy
compressors on 3D (a) Hurricane and (b) Miranda data sets
visualized by Z-checker.
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results on the original and reconstructed EXAFEL data sets
at the same time and compare the amplitudes of these two
DFT results from low frequency to high frequency. The
figure shows the difference of these two DFTs amplitudes
using SZ and JPEG2000 on one panel in the calibrated data
sets. For SZ, Z-checker tests two error bounds, which are
the value range–based relative error bound 102 and 103.
For JPEG2000, Z-checker uses the CRs as same as SZs.
Note that the difference is normalized to each amplitude of
the DFT performed on the original data sets; hence, this
difference can be considered as pointwise relative error of
DFTs amplitudes. The figure illustrates that the amplitude
differences of SZ with the value range–based relative error
bound 103 are smaller than the amplitude differences of
JPEG2000 with the corresponding CRs. Specifically, the
normalized difference of amplitudes using SZ can be
within 1% on the calibrated data set, whereas, the normal-
ized difference of amplitudes using JPEG2000 can only be
within 500% with most of normalized differences are
within 100%.
6. Related work
Baker et al. (2014) investigated the use of data compression
techniques on climate simulation data from CESM (2017).
They developed an approach for verifying the climate data
and used it to evaluate several compression algorithms,
including FPZIP, ISABELA, APAX, and GRIB2 (with
JPEG2000 compression). The verification process included
(1) quantifying the difference between the original and
reconstructed data sets via measures of pointwise error,
average error (RMSE and NRMSE), and Pearson correla-
tion and (2) evaluating the reconstructed data in the context
of an ensemble of CESM runs with slight perturbations by a
CESM port verification tool (CESM-PVT). Specifically,
CESM-PVT can determine which decompressed/recon-
structed variables are good to use through performing
CESM-PVT test on an ensemble consisting of multiple
climate simulations. Also, CESM-PVT can evaluate
whether lossy compression has added any bias to the cli-
mate data. Moreover, CESM-PVT can evaluate whether the
maximum pointwise compression error between the origi-
nal and reconstructed data is reasonable. They determined
that the diversity of the climate data requires individual
treatment of variables and that the reconstructed data can
fall within the natural variability of the system. Laney et al.
(2014) examined the effects of lossy compression in phy-
sics simulations by evaluating two lossy compressors
(FPZIP and APAX) in three physics simulation codes. They
Figure 9. Evaluation of rate–distortion with different lossy
compressors on 2D (a) CESM and (b) EXAALT data sets visua-
lized by Z-checker. CESM: Community Earth System Model.
Figure 10. Evaluation of compression speed with different lossy compressors on HACC data sets visualized by Z-checker. (a) ebabs ¼
103 and (b) ebabs ¼ 105. HACC: Hardware/Hybrid Accelerated Cosmology Code.
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Figure 11. Evaluation of decompression speed with different lossy compressors on HACC data sets displayed by Z-checker. (a) ebabs
¼ 103 and (b) ebabs ¼ 105. HACC: Hardware/Hybrid Accelerated Cosmology Code.
Table 5. Evaluation of Pearson correlation with different lossy compressors on CESM and Hurricane data sets visualized by Z-checker.
Maximum ebrel
CESM
Maximum ebrel
Hurricane
SZ ZFP SZ ZFP
3:3 103 0:9998 0:9996 2:2 103 0:998 0:99995
4:3 104  1 106  1 107 1:4 104  1 105  1 106
2:6 105  1 109  1 109 1:8 105  1 106  1 108
3:4 106  1 1011  1 1011 2:1 106  1 108  1 109
4:1 107  1 1013  1 1013 2:8 107  1 1010  1 1011
CESM: Community Earth System Model.
Figure 12. Evaluationof autocorrelationof compression errorswith different delays (first 100) using (a) SZ and (b)ZFPonCESMandHurricane
data sets visualized by Z-checker. (a) FREQSH. (b) FREQSH. (c) SNOWHLND. (d) SNOWHLND. CESM: Community Earth System Model.
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used physics-based metrics for each simulation to assess
the impact of lossy compression. They noted that the char-
acteristics of the compression error must be carefully con-
sidered in the context of the underlying physics being
modeled. Lakshminarasimhan et al. (2013) proposed the
ISABELA lossy compressor. It performs data compression
by B-spline interpolation after sorting the data series. They
evaluated the performance of ISABELA with several
metrics: CR, maximum compression error (pointwise rela-
tive error), average compression error (NRMSE), and com-
pression time. They also evaluated the compressed data by
quantitative analysis and visual analysis. In quantitative
analysis, they evaluated the Pearson correlation of different
data regions and the difference of derived data. In visual
analysis, they utilized the visualization tool to present the
original data and ISABELA-compressed data. Lindstrom
(2014) proposed a lossy compression algorithm for
floating-point arrays in fixed rate (i.e. ZFP) and evaluated
ZFP of rate–distortion, rate speed, density spectrum, and
derivatives (Morse segmentation of gradients) in several
applications, including quantitative and visual analysis,
visualization, and fluid dynamics simulation. Sasaki et al.
(2015) proposed a lossy compression method (i.e. SSEM)
based on wavelet transform and VQ. They applied their
compression method to a checkpoint/restart technique and
evaluate the impact on results of a production climate
application (NICAM). Di and Cappello (2016) proposed
an error-bounded lossy compressor (i.e. SZ) based on
curve-fitting and binary representation analysis. They eval-
uated SZ with the metrics including the maximum com-
pression error (bounded or not bounded), CR, and
compression/decompression speed. Tao et al. (2017) fur-
ther improve the SZ lossy compressor (i.e. SZ-1.4) based
on the multidimensional prediction model and uniform
scalar quantization method. They evaluated SZ-1.4 with
multiple metrics including compression error, CR, rate–
distortion, Pearson correlation, compression/decompres-
sion speed, and autocorrelation of compression error.
7. Conclusion
In this article, we present a novel framework Z-checker for
data analytics and lossy compression assessment. We care-
fully implement and will release it as an open-source
library/software under a BSD license. The key functions
of this framework are (1) exploring the properties of
Figure 13. Evaluation of normalized difference of DFTs amplitudes on original and reconstructed calibrated variable in EXAFEL data
sets with (a) SZ and (b) JPEG2000 visualized by Z-checker. DFT: discrete Fourier transform.
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original data sets for data analytics or improvement of lossy
compression algorithms, (2) assessing lossy compressors
for specific scientific data sets, and (3) generating visual
results by both static data visualization scripts and an inter-
active visualization system on demand. We evaluate our
Z-checker based on various scientific simulation data sets
across multiple state-of-art compressors, such as SZ, ZFP,
FPZIP, ISABELA, JPEG2000, and GZIP. We also present
how we improved SZ lossy compressor significantly for
hard-to-compress data using the analysis results generated
by Z-checker.
In the future work, we plan to (1) integrate more eva-
luation metrics and functions into the data property ana-
lyzer and compression checker of our framework, (2)
finish the implementation of the online processing mode
for Z-checker, (3) extend our frame to perform analysis
dynamically and in situ to control the compression quality
during the execution, and (4) implement specific assess-
ment functions to handle the verification process for
reconstructed data.
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Notes
1. All three data loading ways described here are in the off-
line processing mode. Online processing will be imple-
mented in our future work.
2. https://nodejs.org/.
3. https://github.com/highcharts/highcharts.
4. https://d3js.org/.
5. Note that unlike the pointwise relative error that is com-
pared with each data value, value range–based relative
error is compared with value range.
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